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O U T F I T T E R S
Southern Arrowhead

Log onto our web site to see the available hunting dates.

www.SouthernArrowheadOutfitters.com

5-Day Semi-Guided 
Bow/Crossbow Hunts 

Come hunt with Southern Arrowhead Outfitters. We offer five-day semi-guided bow or 
crossbow hunts on our 4000-acre ARCHERY ONLY plantation that has been trophy 
managed for 18 years. Located 8 miles north of Blountstown, FL with 4 miles along the 
Apalachicola River. This area is famous for having the largest deer in Florida and some 
of the largest deer in the South East. You will not find a better bow hunting opportunity!!

Are you are tired 
of hunting public 

land with little or no 
success or tired of 

paying the high cost 
of being a hunting 

club member?

352-693-5732For more info call
Trevor Fitzgerald - Outfitter & Guide

$545
(Includes 5 days, 2 bucks, 1 doe, 1 hog)
NO TROPHY FEES OR HIDDEN COSTS

Starting at

As a proud sponsor of Kevin’s an-
nual Southern Game Fair, Jon Kohler 
Associates (JKA) is excited to once 
again partner with this fellow champion 
of the outdoor lifestyle we both embrace 
so boldly. 

Now entering its seventh year, 
this fall’s Game Fair has expanded and 
grown to include an extra day of events, 
further highlighting all the things we 

love about life in the Red Hills Region. 
Kevin’s Southern Game Fair began 

as a way to not only celebrate the open-
ing of quail season but with the mission 
of supporting Tall Timbers and the im-
portant research and conservation work 
they engage in. 

As Brian Wiebler, communications 
director for Tall Timbers, shares, “Kev-
in’s Southern Game Fair has become a 

A weekend uplifting 
the sporting lifestyle

great fall tradition in the Red Hills and 
is an excellent way for visitors to expe-
rience some of the upland lifestyle that 
Kevin’s curates so well. 

“Tall Timbers is very thankful for 
the funds raised at the Game Fair. These 
contributions support our Game Bird 
Program and its dedication to long-term 
research on the management and re-
covery of bobwhite quail. Upland bird 
hunting is the primary driver of these 
substantial research and conservation 
actions that bring bobwhites back,” Bri-
an said. 

Kevin Kelly added, “Last year, the 
event raised $70,000 for Tall Timbers 

Research Station and to date has raised 
$400,000 to preserve the Bobwhite quail 
woods.” 

Those numbers are substantial.
Beyond the philanthropic aspect of 

the event, the annual Game Fair is just a 
really darned good time. 

Setting the tone for the week-
end is the JKA-sponsored Quail Bash 
on Thursday evening. At the down-
town Marriott Courtyard, guests gather 
around tables teeming with fresh oysters 
and local game dishes. Old friends meet 
new ones as they share a glass (or two) 
of great bourbon. 

(Continued on next page)
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There is a palpable sense of ex-
citement in the air that only comes from 
being with others who share your same 
values and enthusiasm for what’s to 
come. No one wants the night to end but 
that’s where things get really exciting, 
with a Charlie Whitney-led auction of 
some very prized items. In years past, 
guests have taken home covetable hunt-
ing gear, Argentinian expeditions, Hol-
land & Holland Gun Room experiences 
and one-of-a-kind works of art.

The need for the expanded Game 
Fair schedule is a testament to how much 
this outdoor lifestyle resonates with visi-
tors outside our region. 

Kathleen Kelly says, “We expand-
ed it out to give people more time to en-
joy themselves. We have guests come 
from across the country to experience 
what we have here. They dine togeth-
er, shoot together and friendships are 
formed. It is really special.”

On Friday, ticketed guests arrive 
at the esteemed Chinquapin Plantation 
for the full Game Fair experience. This 
property – once home to Standard Oil 
Company heir John F. “Jack” Archbold 
– is a significant one for so many rea-
sons. Rolling hills and river bluffs, pine 
savannah hills and heritage live oaks all 
complement the historic A.S. Bell-de-
signed home. 

For many, this may be the only 
opportunity they’ll have to experience 
a place this special. However, this par-
ticular property happens to be one JKA 
is quite familiar with, as they have had 
the distinct pleasure of representing 
Chinquapin not once, but twice. Guests 
can tour the estate, enjoy a gracious ca-
tered lunch afield, take in sporting dog 
demonstrations and visit with vendors.

This year, Friday’s guests will also 
have the opportunity to add on two off-

site activities: a gun-safety and shoot-
ing instruction experience at Ranges at 
Oakfield or an exclusive tour of nearby 
Longpine Plantation – a sporting plan-
tation that JKA sold in 2014 – and one 
of the region’s most prominent and eco-
logically valuable properties in the Red 
Hills. 

Saturday events include shooting 
demonstrations at Ranges of Oakfield 
with firearms from such venerable mak-
ers as Holland & Holland, Benelli, Cae-
sar Guerini and of course, Kevin’s own 

line of shotguns. 
This annual Game Fair is an in-

valuable way to expose a greater number 
of people to the coveted outdoor lifestyle 
we prize. 

As Kathleen notes, “One of the 
amazing aspects of the Game Fair is the 
number of people who attend from out-
side the region, a true testament to how 
special The Red Hills are and the culture 
we have cultivated here.” 

Jon Kohler Associates is proud to 
be a valuable part of this weekend.

(Continued from previous page)

‘We have guests come from across the country to experience what we have here’
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